Argumentation-based approach to negotiation, which allows agents to exchange additional information or argue their beliefs and other mental attitudes during the negotiation, is gaining increasing popularity for its potential ability to overcome the limitations of conventional approaches. In this paper, a mechanism of how argument gives effect on the negotiation conceding strategy is analyzed. Furthermore, a time-constraintbased conceding strategy is proposed, considering the impact of argument. At last, experiment is designed to illustrate and verify the proposed strategy, and the result demonstrates that argument have the ability to improve the effectiveness of negotiation.
Introduction
Concession strategy has been an active research issue in the multi-agent negotiation areas. In Liang and Dong's electronic market prototype system [1] , three bargaining strategies are applied: giving a great discount at the initial bid, and gradually reducing the concession, the buyer will feel the effect is gradually reduced.
giving a smaller discount in the initial bid, then gradually increasing the concession, the buyer will feel the effect is gradually increased. always use the same discount price. In the Market-Driven Agents model(MDAs) proposed by Sim [2] , agents are guided by four concession factors to determine how much concession agents can give during the negotiation based on the environment. These four factors are opportunity, competition, time strategy, and eagerness. Fenghui Ren et al. improve Sim' s MDAs model and propose an adaptive strategy [3] , considering that negotiating agents can leave and enter negotiation freely during negotiation. In the multi-attribute negotiation framework [4] by Lai and Sycara, a preference-based concession utility function is built to restrict the possible concession space, which is subject to change in light of new information during negotiation.
In the field of argumentation-based negotiation, how argument influences the agent's decision mechanism is an important issue. Jennings et al. believe that argumentation allows agents to express additional information, include information to declare one's negotiation position and to affect the other's negotiation position [5] . Rahwan regards that, if a proposal is accompanied with an effective argument, the possibility of being accepted by the counterpart will be greatly increased [6] . In the literatures, although there are many researches about conceding strategy in the area of multi-agent negotiation, the argument's impact is seldom referred to. And in the field of argumentation-based negotiation, argument's influence on strategy is studied mostly on theoretical and formal level; there are seldom researches about how argument gives impact on the conceding spread or conceding degree in a particular negotiation situation.
In this paper, the main issue is to study the mechanism of how the argument influences the conceding strategy in the E-commerce negotiation. A model of argument's influence on conceding strategy is proposed, and a revision function is pointed out, as well as an algorithm example. At last, an experiment is carried out to verify and illustrate the model and strategy.
A model of argumentation effect on negotiation strategy
In argumentation-based negotiation, argument is regarded to have a great impact on the negotiation process. If the opponent's offer is combined with a strong argument, it will have a great effect on the concession spread. If the argument is stronger, the counterpart will probably make larger concession degree. The calculation of argument strength has been studied in some researches [7] . . Greater the value is, more impact it will have on agent A's concession degree.
Model definition
At time t, about negotiation item j, agent A has its pre-determined expected proposal value to agent B, expressed as
, at the same time about the same item from the counterpart, agent B, may has a certain effect on the proposal value
, and the effect can be expressed as a revision function
Here, the attribute type of item j should be taken into consideration. If it is costbased type attribute,
is described as formula (1), and benefit-based type attribute as formula (2) .
In formula (1) and (2), H
H is an environment revision parameter. When the competition pressure is bigger, or negotiators were more eager to reach an agreement, H is larger.
Conceding strategy based on time-
constraint and argument-effect (CSBOTCAAE)
Time-constraint conceding strategy
In the existing negotiation system, timeconstraint strategy is often used to determine conceding degree. In this paper, negotiation agent A will employ the following strategy to calculate the expectation proposed value of item j at time t, expressed by 
The strategy is shown in formula (3).
(
We give the following instructions of formulas (3). 1)
is the proposed value of agent A to B at time ( 1 t ) about negotiation item j. . This rule guarantees the proposed value will never be worse than the reservation value.
Conceding strategy considering the effect of argument
When considering the effect of argument, negotiators will adjust the proposed value Strategy A use our proposed strategy, CSBOTCAAE, to make concession during negotiation. B use time-constraint strategy, which is the same conceding mode with A. In detail, if A use slow mode, B will use slow mode either; if A use constant mode, B will use constant mode either.
Protocol A gives bid first. B will evaluate the proposal using the following rules.
1) If the price proposed by A is not higher or equal to the will-be-proposed price by B, B will accept the price and negotiation succeeds.
2) Otherwise, B will determine its proposal value based on its timeconstraint strategy.
3) If the deadline has come with no agreement reached, the negotiation failed.
Negotiation process
We will consider two different conditions: In the first condition, there is no argument used by each negotiator. And in the second circumstance, B will use argument during negotiation, and A will use our proposed strategy to deal with the argument.
Condition one (no one use argument during negotiation)
In this circumstance, we assume three types of conceding mode, anxious H . According to formula (1) and (4) 
Result analysis
From the result demonstrated in the above section, we can infer that: 1) Argumentation makes impact on A's decision mechanism. Because B have applied effective argument in negotiation, the final agreement is more beneficial to B than A.
2) As for A, although the price is not the best, the negotiation time has been decreased, from original 10,9,8 to 9, 8, 6 , which imply that argument has the ability to improve the negotiation efficiency.
3) In our experiment, we apply relatively simple conceding mode, and we assume that the negotiators use the same mode. In the actual situation, different conceding mode may be made by the negotiators, but the result will be in the same tendency.
Conclusions
In argumentation-based negotiation, how argument affects the decision strategy is a research focus. In this paper, we provide a novel idea to consider this issue, and propose a conceding strategy based on time-constraint and argument-effect. Experiment validate the proposed model and strategy, and prove that argument can have some positive effect on negotiation. It will be propagation on the research of how the argument mechanism works on negotiation decision mechanism.
